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i greatly enjoy playing live with my rig. ive
been listening to everything from

traditional blues (keith richards, bo diddley,
muddy waters, and others), to rock (moe.,

rockabilly, and others), to virtuosic jazz
(sergio mendez, freddie hubbard, and

others). we all need to test a room before
we get a new sub, and more often than not,

its likely to be somewhere in the triangle
shape. for me, my perfect room is a shape i
call a teardrop shape because it minimizes
echoes and other things that bother me in
my listening room. the fact that the m10v2

supported a room shape thats different
than a rectangle is great, because it gives
you flexibility in your setting up. i use my

own room with the svs sub in it. its different
from my listening room, and my tube amp

is not a source of sound i want replicated in
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my stereo system. so i wanted to see how
well dirac live room correction can deal

with a room shape different from the usual
triangle or rectangular shape. i also wanted
to use the impulse response software, room
effect, to make sure that the changes that
dirac live room correction made were real

and not just imaginary. and while room
effect can also produce significantly
accurate impulse responses, for my

purposes, i found that dirac live room
correction alone was plenty accurate. the
following is the set of data that i used to
perform my measurements. as described
on the support site, its a typical setting of
my home stereo, with 2\x-inch woofers in
the front, and a one-inch subwoofer in the

back. i used the subwofer at 75% of its
maximum power, 1m from the speakers.
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its like im sitting right in the middle of the
performance, and im hearing every breath

the drummers take. when they kick the
drum, it nearly comes at me. with the sub
in the box, the kick was several feet off,
and the sound seemed to roll all the way
down the street. my space also became
much larger, and the room in front of my
table was suddenly more an auditorium

than a living room. the strings were just as
sonorous, the brass more vibrant, the

woodwinds and pianos sounded more like
instruments, and the cymbals gained more

weight, texture, and definition. how it
works: the ndac consoles use multiple

sources of control information to drive one
actuator. the control of the position is

based on the combination of the time code
and waveform information. any source of
information, such as an analog clock, the

incoming dsd or pcm stream, can be used,
but not all sources will have the same

resolution. further, the time code
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information is typically specified in pips
(e.g., 1/8th of a second). however, there
are sources that are not so well suited to
generate pips. the ndac uses a best effort
algorithm, looking for information that can
be used for the precision position control.
then the ndac selects the least accurate
source and performs the best-at-a-cost.
according to bunker, the difference in

sound quality between the m10/m10 v2
and the c399 subs is remarkable, and it
cant be fully explained by differences in
sonics. in addition, the m10 and m10 v2

are capable of supplying power to a dac via
usb cable, whereas the c399 is wired to the

amplifier. still, the differences in
performance are striking. there were no

audible differences when the two subs were
connected to the m10s dac/amplifier.
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